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1. Introduction 
Terahertz radiation is in spectral region of 0.1THz to 10THz between microwave and infrared part of the 
electromagnetic spectrum. Terahertz radiation can propagate through wide range of dielectric materials [1]. This sparked 
many researchers’ interest to further explore the potentiality of characterization, detection and sensing studies at terahertz 
range. Recently, Terahertz Time-Domain Spectroscopy has emerged as an attractive technique that enables the label-free 
detection on chemical and biological compounds [2]. It is because, the most of non-conductive materials such as chemical 
and biological compounds have unique molecular resonance that able to translate as transmission or absorption peak at 
terahertz range. Past studies show that, terahertz spectroscopy is more suitable in sensing, detection and characterization 
of various forms of material state, such as illicit drugs and explosive substances, alcohol and antibiotics contents, fructose 
Abstract: This paper discusses on the analysis of band pass Frequency Selective Surfaces (FSS) for performance 
enhancement in material sensing application. Terahertz Spectroscopy has proved to be versatile tool for detection 
and sensing in measuring non-conductive materials. It is because most of the non-conductive materials have unique 
molecular resonance that may translate as transmission and absorption of signals within terahertz range. However, 
the most critical issue in detection and sensing is to improve its sensitivity therefore an extremely low concentration 
material still can be able to be detected in THz band. Hence, in this paper, a circular slot is modeled on a planar 
structure of Rogers Duroid 5880LZ substrate with thickness of 508µm using Computer Simulation Technology 
(CST). The simulation generates a band pass response with transmission magnitude of 0.95 at 0.66THz. Furthermore, 
photoplotter and wet etching fabrication process is used for the realization of terahertz FSS. Simulated and measured 
transmission shows a good agreement between 0.5THz to 0.7THz as only 1% shifts in frequency between simulated 
and measured results. Besides that, the fabrication of circular FSS shows narrower measured bandwidth as compared 
to its simulated counterpart. Hence, with the limitation of the wet etching to produce micron size structure both 
simulation and measured result shows good agreement for all the critical issues in this study.   
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and glucose solution [2]–[5]. However, the main issue that prevents the widespread use of THz-TDS in material sensing 
and detection application, despite the contributions of Terahertz Spectroscopy is limited sensitivity in material detection 
and sensing application. With this limitation in material sensitivity, several researchers have proposed that, by adding 
metamaterial layers the sensitivity can be achieved. Studies shows that, the sensitivity can be improved by a factor of 104 
to 105 when a metamaterial layers has been added [6]–[8] 
Metamaterial structure is also known as Frequency Selective Surface (FSS), which consists of periodic array of slots 
or patch elements on a dielectric substrate with no ground plane. The phase response of FSS depends on the size 
adjustment of the elements of FSS. FSSs are widely used in EM shielding, reflectors, absorbers and recently been used 
as transducers in biochemical sensing, which allow the detection of various materials with increasing its sensitivity [2] 
[9]. There are several geometries in FSS such as, dipole, hexagon ring and circular structure. According to Ben A Munk 
[10], FSS can be categorized into four groups such as, center connected, loop types, solid interiors and combinations. 
Each group and structures of FSS produces their own characteristics response according to their applications. Besides 
that, because of their unlimited FSS structures, there is no specific method to realize FSS. Therefore, FSS can be precisely 
machined by laser technology, direct writing technique, or using microfabrication process method [11]–[13]. A few 
previous studies have described their work on fabrication techniques by using laser technology, photothermal direct 
writing, and optical lithography with chemical etching in different materials.  Each fabrication technique shows closely 
resemblance in terms of transmittance magnitude of 0.90, 0.63, and 0.40 respectively. Previous studies show that, the 
fabrication using chemical (wet) etching has the lowest transmittance magnitude among other fabrication techniques 
mentioned, and thus it is the least preferred technique to be applied in terahertz region fabrication [10]–[12]. Meanwhile, 
it is quite challenging to produce a pattern working at terahertz region as the dimension can be smallest as 10 µm and 
there are not so many papers that had fabricated FSS using wet etching technique because of the limitation in its 
measurement technique itself.  
Therefore, in this paper, the realization of the circular slot FSS is achieved by photoplotter and wet etching 
techniques. It is well known that, it has limitation to produce micron size structures, but the realization can be performed 
due to its proper observation and systematic fabrication setup. This technique offers simple and basic structure to be 
applied using wet etching technique and has shown good agreement between measured and simulated result with 
transmittance magnitude and peak of 0.871 and 87% between 0.5THz to 0.7THz frequencies. Furthermore, throughout 
this study the emphases have been given to FSS slot with band pass characteristics, because it is more suitable in material 
sensing applications. 
 
2. FSS-Based Filter Design 
Among different kinds of FSSs which can form the resonant unit of terahertz filter, basic and simple structure of 
circular geometry is chosen. Because of its symmetric structure, the frequency response characteristics do not affect even 
with different propagation modes of TE and TM. Furthermore, due to its symmetrical structure, total distance of one loop 
is equal to one wavelength which is represented as the circumference of circle. Thus, resonant frequency of a circular 
slot FSS can be expressed as in equation 1 [14]. 
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Moreover, FSS could increase the signal concentration of THz and at the same time, it may able to increase the 
detection abilities in material sensing [2], [15], [16]. This is demonstrated by observing the surface current intensity with 
and without FSS as shown in Fig. 1. It is clearly seen from Fig. 1 (a), which is represented by a vacuum model in the 3D 
simulation, that, the vacuum medium acts as an exposed material at the free-space medium. Surface current intensity 
without FSS shows weak intensity as compared to the surface current intensity shown in Fig. 1 (b) when FSS structure 
is applied onto the vacuum medium through simulation. Thus, it can show the importance of surface current intensity 
with and without FSS structure for material sensing purposes as by applying the FSS structures, it may help to enhance 
the detection sensitivity of material sensing. It is observed through the simulations that, by adding circular slot into FSS 
the surface current is increased by 40.8%. Thus, this demonstration shows that, the FSS able to increase the detection 
abilities in material sensing. 
 








Fig. 1 - (a) Surface current intensity without FSS layer (b) Surface current intensity with FSS layer. 
 
In this work, the unit cell geometry of circular slot FSS is designed and simulated by CST Microwave Studio at a 
frequency range of 0.5THz to 0.7THz and the pass band at -3dB (0.707 magnitude) from frequency with resonant 
frequency of 0.66THz and with a magnitude of transmittance of 0.950. The simulation with commercially available 
Microwave-Computer Simulation Technology (MW-CST) had been setup with unit cell boundary conditions and 
Frequency Domain Solver, which is more suitable to optimize high resonance and electrically small structure such FSS. 
The circular slot FSS is designed with planar structure of Roger as substrate layer. Roger Duroid RT5880 LZ is chosen 
as the substrate to support the FSS structure because of its stable dielectric constant of εr =2 and low loss tangent of 
0.0021, with a thickness Ts of 508µm. The conducting layer of circular slot FSS is made up with copper thickness of 
35µm. 
The periodicity of the FSS is denoted by Dy=Dx and the diameter size of circular slot is taken as d. All-important 
parameters involved in the design can be seen in Fig. 2. 
 
 
Fig. 2 - Unit cell of FSS and side view of FSS.  
 
3. Fabrication Process 
Photoplotter and wet etching is used for realization of investigated circular FSS. Therefore, the process of preparing 
masking film has been done using Photoplotter (FilmStar-PLUS). Photoplotter is used to pattern the circular structure 
FSS in order to have minimal error and maintain uniform pattern. It uses laser-diode (red light, 670 nm wavelength) light 
from photoplotter to print the geometrical design onto the photoresist layer. The used photoresist films are highly sensitive 
to the sunlight. Thus, this process is performed in a dark room. As for PCB wet etching, several settings have been 
investigated to produce and achieve better structure of circular FSS. The following settings is the best settings as 
compared to the others setting of wet etching process as it produces a better structure of circular FSS as shown in Fig. 3, 
even though there is a slight transformation to a diamond like shape. As a further step to the fabrication process, the 
pattern on masking film is exposed under UV light to transfer the pattern from the masking film to roger surface. Later, 
the pattern on the Roger board has been immersed into developing solution of sodium hydroxide to remove the unwanted 
photoresist layer. Several parameters such as time and temperature of the machine have been varied to obtain the best 
structure of FSS during developing process. The best structure that can be obtained during the fabrication is at a 
temperature of 30°C with time taken to immersed in the solution is about 30 second. Furthermore, during etching process, 
all the unwanted copper has been removed using ferric chloride acid for about 2 minutes with constant temperature of 
43-44°C. Lastly, the FSS structure has been put into the stripping machine for rinsing for approximately 1 minute under 
a constant temperature of 44°C before dry it out.  
 





Fig. 3 - Structure of circular slot FSS under microscope 
 
 
4. Result and discussion  
The FSSs are etched as 4141 elements on Rogers RT5880LZ board with size of more than 10 wavelengths at each 
side. Unit cell setup during simulation can represent as infinite array that consist of identical elements by a plane wave 
in the solver during the simulation [17]. Moreover, in this paper, circular slot structure is chosen because of its simple 
and basic structure in order to encounter the limitation of wet etching technique. The fabricated FSS later has been 
measured using terahertz time domain spectroscopy for measured transmission result.  
Circular slot FSS has been designed to operate at frequency 0.66THz. From the measured results show good 
agreement, as shown in Fig 4, even though there is slightly alteration into diamond shape structure after fabrication 
process due to the limitation of wet etching as previously shown in Fig 3.  
 
 
Fig. 4 - Comparison between simulated, measured result and measured with fabrication tolerance of circular 
FSS 
 
Result on figure 4 shows 1% frequency shifts from 0.66THz to 0.65THz with a magnitude transmission difference 
of 0.0776. Moreover, fabrication of circular FSS shows narrower bandwidth as compared to the simulated result. Similar 
fabrication technique from other research paper also obtain similar amount of differences with different geometries of 
FSS [13]. 
Furthermore, the inspection through Stereo Zoom Microscope for the comparison between structures of before and 
after fabrication process is investigated. Observation shows that, after the fabrication, the diameter structure of the FSS 
has deviated inconsistency from 0.268 mm to 0.276 mm by actual design modelled in CST Microwave. The fabricated 
structure of FSS approximately becomes 3% to 6% smaller as compared to the actual structures after fabrication. Another 
Inspection has been observed is the thickness of metal layer copper. Field-Emission Scanning Electron Microscope 
(FESEM) is used to observe the thickness of the copper layer. From the FESEM result shows that, the layer of copper 
thickness on top of the FSS becomes 0.0133mm (13.30 µm) thinner from actual copper thickness in simulated FSS that 
f1 f2 




is 0.035 mm (35 µm). The results of fabrication tolerance such as, deviation of copper thickness, and alteration of circular 
structure have been adapted into CST simulation to observe the fabrication effect on the FSS transmission. Hence, as 
shown in Fig.4, the simulated structure of FSS after it is adapted by fabrication tolerance shows closely resemblance to 
simulated results of circular structure, if the diameter of diamond shape is nearly same as circular structure. However, 
with the fabrication tolerance, it is shows that FSS surface current intensity remain unchanged hence, showed that FSS 
structure able to increase the detection sensitivity in material sensing application. 
Despite the limitations of wet etching, basic and simple structure of Circular FSS is able to be realized and obtained 
good transmission magnitude value of approximately 0.871 as compared to the studies mentioned in [13] and [18]. The 
cited works have also used wet etching process to fabricate complicated structures like Jerusalem-cross, cross-shaped 
and U-shaped. Thus, the mentioned designs produce lower transmittance magnitude than circular slot FSS as shown in 
Table 1. 
 






























This paper proves that the realisation of the circular slot FSS is possible with photoplotter and wet etching technique. 
With limitation of wet etching technique, only small shifts are identified by comparison with simulated and measured 
result. Besides that, measured result of circular FSS able obtain the transmission magnitude of 0.871. Overall, the results 
show that a good agreement is obtained between simulated and measured results, with able to achieve 87% of its 
transmittance peak using basic and simple structure such circular. In the future, the fabricated FSS will be measured with 
the specified nonconductive materials to demonstrate its capability to increase the accuracy of detection in the THz 
spectroscopy material sensing. 
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